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CE,ISO9001,BV Hard Candy Press Machine
With Plc Operating System
Specifications :
Payment Terms

L/C T/T Western Union
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hard candy press machine,hard candy making equipment,hard candy making machine

Detail Introduction :
Hard Candy Press Machine
Hard Candy Machine is mainly used to produce hard candy, with a compact shape, easy to operate,
easy to adjust the pouring volume and speed, and easy to operate and adjust the signal control
system. It can change the mold and recipe according to the customer's idea and demand to produce
the most suitable candy.

Hard Candy Press Machine process flow.
Hard Candy Making Machine process flow.
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Put the main raw materials for making hard candy, such as glucose, sugar, water, colloid, and
other auxiliary materials such as cream, trace elements, etc., into the laminated pot to make sugar.
The stainless steel rotor pump pumps the sugar syrup into the hopper of the pouring machine
accurately, the boiled sugar paste enters the static mixer through the discharge pump and the
insulation sleeve tube, the flavor pigment, etc. enters the mixer and mixes with the sugar paste in
exact amount through the small quantitative pump, the whole process is continuous.
The mixed sugar paste enters the hopper for pouring.
The paste is poured into the cooling tunnel together with the mouldboard for cooling, and then
enters the molding stage for demoulding.
After demolding, the hard candy pieces are conveyed out of the cooler by conveyor belt, selected,
and collected for packaging to get the finished hard candy.

Hard Candy Equipment Information.
Production process: boiling sugar ? cooling ? sugar rolling ? sugar paste is pulled into sugar strips ?
sugar strips are stamped into round or oval-shaped hard candy ? cooling ? packing ? finished
product.
Model? TG-330
Production capacity: 150-250kg/h
Power?20kw
Dimension?1370*1200*2200
Small Hard Candy Making Machine Price?388660?

Composition and characteristics of Hard Candy Making Equipment.
Composition and characteristics of Hard Candy Maker Machine.
The whole consists of a sugar melting pot, storage pot, vacuum sugar boiling machine, cold
bed, heat preservation roller bed, even strip machine, 38 punchings die or chain mode forming
machine, conveyor, cold cabinet, sandwich pump, etc.
1
Vacuum continuous boiling sugar to ensure the quality of sugar paste.
2
Unique molding methods for better-sandwiching effect.
3
Production capacity can reach 300~400kg/h.
4
Synchronous automatic control, sandwiching, leveling, and forming.
5
Change the mold to produce different shapes of candy.
6
Optional cooling steel belts can be used to ensure a better cooling effect.
7
Optional automatic stick forming machines can be used to produce spherical lollipops.
Compact structure, small footprint, reliable performance. The hard candy is formed by 38 punching molds, with
less waste and high production efficiency.

Composition

Hard Candy Press Machine is the result of our persistent efforts. We always provide a full range of
one-stop services for each customer from initial consultation, program design to on-site installation,
commissioning training, etc. with consultant marketing, nanny after-sales, and honest and nondeceptive reputation. As always, you can choose us with confidence and we look forward to hearing
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